Professor Michael Harvey

Professor Michael Harvey holds the Distinguished Chair of Global Business and is Professor of Management at the School of Business Administration, University of Mississippi and a Joint Appointee to Bond University. He was ranked as the 4th Most Productive International Business Researcher Globally out of 1,800 Researchers during the Decade 1996-2005, having been 13th most in the decade 1982-1991. He is in Who’s Who in International Business Research (a Global Listing of Top 150 Scholars in International Business Research). Professor Harvey is not only a theorist but multimillionaire businessman.

The following videos reflect sessions forming part of a larger sequence on “The way to publication” available on YouTube, elements of which have been presented today with his permission and with the idea, that for those unable to attend, they will have resources to draw on at a later date. Some associated slides contain ideas including points from today’s selections as well as others relating to sessions we have no time to include.

Many thanks to Professor Harvey for permitting use of his work, and for additional material to support the Workshop.

Post-QULOC presentation note
Research support staff may like to view and recommend new researchers look at one or more of these. Available time permitted the playing of only an excerpt of the fourth session of the series: “The Way to Publication”. Sessions 2-13 to 6-13, and 9-13 of this sequence are likely to be particularly interesting. For those seeking inspiration to begin, unit 6-13 is a good beginning. And some may wish to review other sessions such as those on “Personal Research” or “The Changing World of Research”.

LINKS

The Way to publication Prof. Harvey 2 – 13
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tqb4anPmVCg&feature=related

The Way to publication Prof. Harvey 3 - 13
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tqb4anPmVCg&feature=related

The Way to publication Prof. Harvey 4 – 13
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FrgBkX8Baao&feature=related (presented at the QULOC session Scholarly Publication)

The Way to publication Prof. Harvey 5 – 13
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2a9mpci26M&feature=related
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The Way to publication Prof. Harvey 6 – 13  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DQsuF99VXjQ&feature=related

The Way to publication Prof. Harvey 7 - 13  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RoDWQUXbdliU&feature=related

The Way to publication Prof. Harvey 8 - 13  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugzPcdYq8al&feature=related

The Way to publication Prof. Harvey 9 - 13  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TxH4n08HSQM&feature=related

The Way to publication Prof. Harvey 10 - 13  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qRggrebyUQ&feature=related

The Way to publication Prof. Harvey 11 - 13  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJfldbxBRN0&feature=related

The Way to publication Prof. Harvey 12 – 13  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fh4N8JzBGvE&feature=related

The Way to publication Prof. Harvey 13 - 13  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fCE-Kb5_TwA&feature=related

There is another sequence at:

Michael Harvey Personal research 1-13  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FG4YLPERmDI&feature=related

Michael Harvey Personal Research 2-13  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C2nE_v-iQ_o&feature=related

Michael Harvey Personal Research 3 -13  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBXQIung3tI&feature=related

Michael Harvey Personal Research 4-13  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1FPdHR6j4E&feature=related

Michael Harvey Personal Research 5-13  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06BOho3NVxw&feature=related

Michael Harvey Personal Research 6-13  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sg8ZrjzF1_Q&feature=related
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